We propose a scheme to dynamically generate optical flux lattices with nontrivial band topology using amplitude-modulated Raman lasers and radio-frequency (rf) magnetic fields. By tuning the strength of Raman and rf fields, three distinct phases are realized at unit filling for a unit cell. Respectively, these three phases correspond to normal insulator, topological Chern insulator, and semimetal. Nearly nondispersive bands are found to appear in the topological phase, which promises opportunities for investigating strongly correlated quantum states within a simple cold-atom setup. The validity of our proposal is confirmed by comparing the Floquet quasienergies from the evolution operator with the spectrum of the effective Hamiltonian.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orbital magnetism or spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is essential for exotic quantum states such as topological insulators [1, 2] . For charge neutral ultracold atoms, orbital magnetic field can emerge either in the noninertial frame by rotating atomic quantum gases [3, 4] , or through engineered adiabatic motion in Raman coupled atomic states with spatially varying twophoton detuning [5] . By using Raman lasers to couple atomic states, where atomic pseudo-spin flip is always accompanied by a momentum change, the one-dimensional (1D) SOC with equal Rashba and Dresselhaus strength can be realized [6] . Such a 1D SOC was demonstrated first by the NIST group for bosonic atoms [6] and subsequently by the SXU group [7] and MIT group [8] for fermionic systems. We will call it the 1D Raman-induced SOC, following Ref. [9] . Two-dimensional (2D) SOC with elaborately designed Raman lasers is also realized recently [10, 11] . Apart from using Raman lasers, the generation of 1D SOC by modulated gradient magnetic fields is also demonstrated experimentally both in free space [12] and in optical lattices [13, 14] . Moreover, it is proposed that 2D SOC can be generated in a pure magnetic way by using modulated gradient magnetic fields [15, 16] .
The 1D Raman-induced SOC [6] [7] [8] embodies an intrinsic spatial structure, as the SOC term explicitly shows up in a frame with space-dependent pseudo-spin rotation [6, 9] . This fact becomes clear when a radio-frequency (rf) magnetic field, in addition to the Raman lasers, is applied to couple the pseudo-spin states, which results in a 1D Zeeman lattice as shown first for bosonic 87 Rb atoms [17] and subsequently for fermionic 6 Li atoms [8] . In this Zeeman lattice, as the spin states are dressed by Raman and rf fields in a space-periodic manner, an effective spatially periodic (orbital) magnetic field emerges for atomic center-of-mass (c.m.) motion in the adi-abatic limit, leading to complex Peierls phase factors in the hopping constants in the tight-binding regime. Thus a scalar lattice potential and a gauge potential are generated simultaneously. For a 1D Zeeman lattice, the effect of the complex Peierls factors is a simple shift of energy spectrum in the quasimomentum space, which can be gauged away by a redefinition of the creation and annihilation operators. Nevertheless, generalizations to the 2D cases, such as optical flux lattices [18] and topological magnetic lattices [19] , feature nontrivial effects.
The optical flux lattice, which is introduced by Cooper in Ref. [18] , can be viewed as a special type of a 2D Zeeman lattice. The three components of the effective Zeeman field take a nontrivial winding pattern in real space, giving rise to nonzero net flux, hence possibly extremely large flux density for the c.m. degree of freedom in the adiabatic limit. The motion of charged particles in a lattice in the presence of a large external magnetic field [20] thus can be simulated by ultracold atoms in an optical flux lattice, and the appearance of quantized transport [21, 22] as well as fractional quantum Hall states [23] is expected. It is worth mentioning that alternative approaches to realizing flux lattices with laser assisted tunneling technique [24] or SOC in a synthetic dimension [25] have been implemented in several recent experiments [22, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] ; the realization of strongly correlated fractional quantum Hall states in these systems, however, remains an ongoing task.
The scheme of dynamically generating 2D SOC by gradient magnetic field pulses in Ref. [15] can also be generalized to synthesize 2D square magnetic lattices [31] as shown in [32] . With the particular design of the pulse sequence, it is found later that magnetic lattices with nontrivial band topology can be realized [19] . Such a topological magnetic lattice shares many similarities with the optical flux lattice, albeit the creation mechanism is different: The former is realized by modulated magnetic fields [19] , while the later relies on bichromatic laser fields [33, 34] . With the observation that the effective Hamiltonian generated by a pair of opposite gradient (or uniform) magnetic fields [19, 32] takes a form similar to the one generated by Raman (or rf) fields [6, 17] , we find that the scheme of generating topological magnetic lattices proposed in Ref. [19] can be recomposed to synthesize topological optical flux lattices by modulated Raman and rf fields.
To be more specific, we propose in this paper a scheme to generate a topological optical flux lattice based on the experimental technique for creating a 1D Zeeman lattice [8, 17] . We show that, by creating three 1D Zeeman lattices with the directions of the corresponding spatial periodicities taking mutual angles of 120
• in three subsequent time intervals, and supplemented by additional time-periodic 2π/3 rf pulses, an optical flux lattice with nontrivial band topology can be realized dynamically. The topological property of the resulting lowest energy band of the time-independent effective Hamiltonian depends on the Raman and rf coupling strength. The ground state phase diagram at unit filling as a function of these two parameters is explored. Three different phases are identified through investigating the lowest energy gaps and their associated Chern numbers [35] . The three phases we find correspond, respectively, to topological Chern insulator, normal insulator, and semimetal.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the experimental protocol for generating a 1D Zeeman lattice by Raman and rf fields in Refs. [8, 17] . In Sec. III, we describe our proposal for generating topological optical flux lattices. In Sec. IV, we identify the ground state phase diagram and explore topological properties of the different phases. The validity of our proposal is also discussed. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. THE PROTOCOL FOR GENERATING A 1D ZEEMAN LATTICE
The schematic picture of the experimental setup [8, 17] for creating a 1D Zeeman lattice is shown in Fig. 1 . A bias magnetic field B 0êz is applied along the z direction to fix the quantization axis. A pair of Raman lasers is applied to synthesize atomic SOC. The (momentum, frequency, polarization) of the two lasers are respectively ( k, ω L , π) and ( k ′ , ω L +∆ω L , σ + ), where is the reduced Planck constant. The two lasers propagate at an intersection angle ±θ R /2 with respect to the x axis; they impart momentum Qê y = (k ′ − k) to a single atom accompanied by its up spin flip. Hereê y is the unit vector along the y direction, and Q = 4π sin(θ R /2)/λ L is the magnitude of the two-photon recoil momentum, with λ L the wavelength of the Raman lasers. In Ref. [17] , the two Raman lasers counter-propagate, i.e., θ R = π, while in Ref. [8] , the two lasers propagate at an angle θ R = 38
• . In addition to the pair of Raman lasers, an rf magnetic field along the x direction is applied to drive the transition between atomic spin states without a momentum transfer.
The strength of the bias magnetic field B 0 is assumed to be large in the sense that the quadratic Zeeman shift is large enough that only two spin states are effectively coupled by the Raman and rf fields. The single-particle Hamiltonian describing this (pseudo-) spin-1 2 system is given by where p is the atomic momentum, m is the atomic mass, ω Z is the Zeeman splitting of two atomic pseudo-spin states, σ µ (µ = x, y, z) are the Pauli matrices, Ω rf and Ω R are the Rabi frequencies for the rf and Raman coupling, respectively, and ω is the oscillating frequency of the rf field. Without loss of generality, a relative time phase φ between the rf and the Raman transition is introduced. Experimentally [8, 17] , the oscillating frequency of the rf field is equal to the frequency difference of Raman lasers, ω = ∆ω L . In the rotating frame, the Hamiltonian is changed to
. By omitting the terms oscillating at frequency 2ω, i.e., under the rotating wave approximation, we get the time independent Hamiltonian as
where δ = ω Z − ω is the detuning from rf (and Raman) resonance. Equation (2) can be cast into the explicit form containing an effective Zeeman field,
where g F is the Landé g factor and µ B is the Bohr magneton, and
is the effective Zeeman field, which is spatially periodic along the y direction. To reveal the implicit SOC in Eq. (2), we rewrite the Hamiltonian by carrying out the local space-dependent pseudo-spin rotation operation as has been done in Ref. [6] and get
where E r = 2 Q 2 /2m is the two-photon recoil energy. It is now clear from Eq. (4) that, in the absence of the rf field (by taking Ω rf = 0), the Hamiltonian in the rotated frame contains explicit spin (σ z ) and orbital (p y ) coupling [6] . When the Raman and rf fields are present at the same time, it is impossible to find a frame transformation to eliminate the lattice term.
In Eq. (2), the momentum difference between the two Raman lasers is Qê y , which leads to the spatially periodic term ∝ cos(Qy). In general, if the direction of the Raman laser pair is rotated in the x-y plane to give a momentum difference Qê θ withê θ = (cos θ, sin θ), then the spatially periodic term cos(Qy) in Eq. (2) is changed into cos(Qr ·ê θ ), where r = (x, y) is the 2D atomic coordinate vector. We further fix the time phase between the rf and Raman transition at φ = π; then the corresponding Hamiltonian is given by
Such a Hamiltonian serves as the building block for realizing topologically nontrivial 2D optical flux lattices, as we explore in the next section.
III. DYNAMICAL GENERATION OF TOPOLOGICAL OPTICAL FLUX LATTICES
In this section, we extend the scheme on realizing a 1D Zeeman lattice to dynamically generate 2D topological optical flux lattices. The schematic experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 , where three pairs of Raman lasers and 2π/3 rf pulses are applied in sequence. These three pairs of Raman lasers take a mutual angle 120
• , i.e., θ 1 = . They are applied to the pancake-shaped cold atoms in three subsequent subperiods, together with three 2π/3 rf pulses which manipulate the spin direction in each evolution period [ Fig. 2(b) ].
The evolution operator for a complete cycle (T = 3δt) is
where H (θ) is given by Eq. (5). By repartitioning the rf phase factors, we get
where H (θ) is given by In the second equal sign of Eq. (7), a global constant phase factor e iπσ x = −1 is omitted [36] . By defining a timeindependent effective Hamiltonian according to U(T, 0) ≡ exp (−iH eff T/ ), we find to the lowest order of δt the effective Hamiltonian H eff ≃ 1 3 3 j=1 H θ j , which can be reformulated as
Here, the three components of Ω are given by [see Fig. 3 (a) as an illustration]
cos Qr ·ê j ,
sin Qr ·ê j sin θ j ,
where
( j − 1), andê j = cos θ j , sin θ j . In Eq. (9), the term from finite detuning is absent because
IV. DISCUSSION
The effective Hamiltonian H eff realized in the current scheme takes the standard form of an optical flux lattice as proposed by Cooper in Ref. [18] . Generally, an optical flux lattice features large orbital magnetism in the real space, which is often accompanied by topological band structures in the quasimomentum space. The above two points are examined for our effective Hamiltonian Eq. (9) in Secs. IV A and IV B, respectively. The validity of the effective Hamiltonian approximation is examined for realistic experimental parameters in Sec. IV C.
A. General properties of the optical flux lattice
The effective Hamiltonian Eq. (9) contains two terms: the kinetic energy term and the flux lattice term. The flux lattice term resembles the 2D magnetic lattice term of Ref. [19] , after a global spin rotation: σ x → σ z , σ y → σ x , and σ z → σ y . Thus similar band topologies are expected to appear at least for the limit that the lattice term dominates the evolution, albeit they have different forms of spatial uniform terms. In Ref. [19] , the spatial uniform term takes a spin-orbit coupled form.
The lattice term in Eq. (9) has space-dependent dressed states and effective Zeeman levels,
where ǫ ± (r) = ± |Ω|. Generally, the time evolution of the single-particle state is governed by the effective Hamiltonian according to i ∂ t |Ψ (r, t) = H eff |Ψ (r, t) , where |Ψ (r, t) = l=+,− ψ l (r, t)|χ l (r) . We define the dimensionless Raman coupling strength as β = Ω R /E r . In the limit of Ω R ≫ E r , or β ≫ 1, the lattice term in Eq. (9) dominates over the kinetic term, thus the low-energy spectrum of H eff comes from the adiabatic c.m. motion within the lowest dressed state |χ − according to [37] i
where A = i χ − |∇χ − is the geometric vector potential and W = 2 2m | χ − |∇χ + | 2 is the geometric scalar potential. The artificial magnetic flux density n φ = 1 2π (∇ × A) z experienced by the optically dressed atoms can be expressed as [18] 
where m = − χ − | σ |χ − = Ω/|Ω| is (minus) the local Bloch vector [18] . Thus, the nontrivial winding pattern of m always leads to quantized (nonzero) net flux over the unit cell of the lattice. The Bloch vector m and the flux density n φ for our flux lattice are shown in Fig. 3 . We see from Fig. 3(a) that the local Bloch vector forms a Skyrmion lattice [38] , with Skyrmion (winding) number in a unit cell being unity. This Skyrmion number turns out to be equal to the net flux over the unit cell according to Eq. (13), which gives N φ = UC n φ = 1, as is also confirmed by Fig. 3(b) .
B. Phase diagram
The above description for the artificial gauge fields relies on the adiabatic limit β = Ω R /E r ≫ 1. Large orbital magnetic field is promising for realizing topological states such as Chern insulators [20, 39] . For general parameter values, the identification of topologically trivial and nontrivial phases deserves a more quantitative description, as we now explore in the following.
To reveal the topological property of the flux lattice system, we need to find the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian H eff . The Bloch wavefunctions ψ nq (r), labeled with the quasimomentum q = (q x , q y ) and band index n, are the eigenstates of H eff , according to the eigenvalue equation
where E n (q) is the energy spectrum for each quasimomentum restricted to inside the first Brillouin zone [see the inserted hexagon in Fig. 6(a) ]. By using the Bloch wavefunctions, we calculate their Berry curvatures Ω n (q) and (first) Chern numbers C n for each energy band according to [35, 40 ]
where u nq (r) = r |u n (q) = e −iq·r ψ nq (r) is the cell-periodic part of the Bloch function. A nonzero Chern number indicates quantized transport for a gapped system [21, 22, 35] .
We solve Eq. (14) using the plane-wave expansion method [41] for H eff with different α and β values. According to the lowest energy band gap, defined as E g = max {min {E 2 (q)} − max {E 1 (q)} , 0} together with the Chern number of the lowest band C 1 , the ground state phase diagram at unit filling as a function of α and β is obtained, which is shown in Fig. 4 . In the gapped normal insulator (NI) and topological Chern insulator (TCI) phases, this unit filling is equivalent to setting the chemical potential within the lowest energy gap, leading to a fully filled lowest energy band. For the gapless semimetal (SM) phase, the chemical potential lies within the lowest two bands and crosses both of them, leading to both partially filled bands. The typical band structures of the lowest energy bands and the Berry curvatures for the lowest band for selected (α, β) values are shown in Fig. 5 .
For the β ≫ 1 regime, i.e., in the adiabatic limit, two gapped phases with different Chern numbers (i.e., the normal insulator phase with C 1 = 0 and the topological Chern insulator phase with C 1 = 1) appear. For a fixed large β value, the phase transition from a normal insulator to a topological Chern insulator by varying α can be understood from the tightbinding viewpoint [19] . The low-energy spectrum is governed by the Hamiltonian on the right-hand side of Eq. (12), which simulates a spinless particle hopping between the lattice sites formed by the minimum of the scalar potential ǫ − + W and in the presence of a periodic artificial magnetic field. The scalar potential minima form a simple triangular lattice (with one site per unit cell) at α = 0; it changes to a decorated triangular lattice (with three sites per unit cell) near the gapless critical point (α ∼ 0.7 for β ∼ 25); it then changes to a honeycomb lattice (with two sites per unit cell) for α from which we can see the opening of an energy gap at the ±K points, where the Berry curvature peaks. The lowest two bands for this case take Chern numbers C 1,2 = ±1. In the opposite limit β ∼ 1, the kinetic energy term in Eq. (9) dominates over the flux lattice term [the lattice term has a 1/6 factor as shown in Eq. (10)]. In this weak lattice limit, the qualitative understanding of the lowest bands can be inferred starting from the free particle spectrum [41] . For the spinless case, the spectrum of a particle in the presence of a weak lattice is a folding of the free particle spectrum p 2 /2m, together with a gap opening at the edges of the Brillouin zone due to Bragg reflections [41] . For the (quasi-) spin-1 2 case as in Eq. (9), the lowest two energy bands in the first Brillouin zone are degenerate in the β → 0 limit, both taking the free particle spectrum q 2 /2m. A small nonzero β breaks this degeneracy, but E 2 (q = Γ) − E 1 (q = K) < 0 is expected for this case as E 2 (q = Γ) is just slightly larger than E 1 (q = Γ). This thus leads to a gapless semimetal state [see Fig. 5(d) as an example]. As shown in Fig. 5(h) the Berry curvature of the lowest band, the semimetal phase can also take nonzero Chern number C 1 = 1. This fact comes from the observation that, by reducing β from a gapped topological Chern insulator phase to the semimetal phase, the lowest two bands do not touch; i.e., min {E 2 (q) − E 1 (q)} > 0 is maintained. Band touching is a necessary condition for changing the Chern numbers of the bands involved; thus, for the region in the right side of the dashed line in the semimetal phase [as shown in Fig. (4) ], the lowest energy band always takes a Chern number C 1 = 1. For a similar reason, C 1 = 0 for the left side of the dashed line in the semimetal phase. Although there exists a region with a quantized Chern number C 1 = 1 for the semimetal phase, this quantized number does not lead to quantized transport as discussed in Ref. [35] . So we choose not to use the terminologies "normal semimetal" and "topological semimetal" [43] to distinguish between these two parameter regions.
For the regime with intermediate β (the middle part of the phase diagram), both the adiabatic approximation and the weak lattice argument are inappropriate. Despite lacking a simple and proper understanding, topological states with large energy gaps (with a maximal value ∼ 0.2E r ) appear in a large parameter region. Moreover, a nearly nondispersive energy band with Chern number C 1 = 1 shows up [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(g) as an example], reminiscent of the lowest Landau level of a charged particle in the presence of a uniform magnetic field [33] . The lowest band gap is about 20 times larger than the width of the lowest band for the case shown in Fig. 5(c) .
C. Experimental parameters and validity of the effective Hamiltonian approximation
The scheme we propose to generate an optical flux lattice applies to both bosonic and fermionic atom species. As an especially interesting result, we find that quasiflat bands with nontrivial topology appear naturally [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(g)], which facilitates fractional fermionic as well as bosonic quantum Hall states when suitable interaction and filling fraction are considered [23] . The experimentally related parameters
# # for realizing an optical flux lattice are as follows: the re-
L , the Raman-Rabi frequency Ω R = βE r / , the rf-Rabi frequency Ω rf = αβE r / (3 ), and the evolution period T = 3δt. We consider, for instance, the experimental realization of the topological state with α = 0.51, β = 5 as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(g). The recoil energy E r varies with the atomic mass m, the intersection angle between Raman lasers θ R , and the wavelength of Raman laser λ L . For bosonic 87 Rb, with θ R = 38
• and λ L = 790 nm, these give rise to E r = (2π ) × 1.56 kHz, Ω R = (2π) ×7.80 kHz, and Ω rf = (2π) ×1.33 kHz. To make the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (9) valid for describing time evolution under pulse sequence of Eq. (6), a small evolution period T is required. By comparing the low-energy spectrum from the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (9) and the Floquet quasienergies from the evolution operator Eq. (6), as shown in Fig. 6 , we find that T = 3δt = 15 µs is short enough for validating the effective Hamiltonian description [44] . Raman laser pairs can be pulsed on for a duration as short as δt = 5 µs, by using acousto-optic modulators. Thus, all the Raman lasers can be created from a single laser source, and the heating due to spontaneous emission in the current scheme is expected to be comparable to the 1D SOC [5, 7, 8] or the 1D Zeeman lattices [8, 17] . By applying the current scheme to the alkalineearth(-like) atoms [29, 45, 46] or lanthanide atoms [47] like Dy [48] , such heating can be further suppressed. Next, we briefly discuss the heating from periodic driving. The timeaveraged effective Hamiltonian in the current scheme is at the zeroth order of the driving period, while the micromotion [49] gives first-order correction to the effective Hamiltonian [19] . Thus the heating due to micromotion is suppressed by choosing small driving periods. Adiabatic launching of the lattice strength can further suppress the effects due to micromotion, allowing the ground state of the system to be reached effectively [19] .
Before concluding, we would like to point out that, the above consideration does not include the duration of the 2π/3 rf pulse δt ′ , which is also of the µs level, and is, in practice, easily accomplished. The evolution during the rf pulse can be expressed as
(16) Thus the finite duration leads to an additional kinetic term in the effective Hamiltonian, which renormalizes Ω R in Eq. (9) into γΩ R , with γ = δt δt+δt ′ , while α remains the same. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a scheme to generate topological optical flux lattices using modulated Raman lasers and rf fields. The phase diagram as a function of the Raman and rf field strength is mapped out. Topological quasiflat bands are found to show up naturally in this system, which is promising for studying strongly correlated states and simulating their rich physics within such a simple neutral atom setup. Based on the existing experimental scheme for generating a 1D Zeeman lattice [8, 17] , the current proposal is highly realizable and the associated intriguing physics is worthy of serious experimental investigations.
